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Key Moments for Apple in China







40 
Number of Apple retail 
stores in Greater China 

495 

Apple retail stores across 
17 countries, including 270 

in the United States, since 
May 2001. 

Popularity Continues - While global cities such as Shanghai, Beijing, and Hong Kong 

remain natural hot spots for Apple purchases, the growth of sales in China's inland cites, 

such as Chengdu, Xi 'an, Changsha, to name a few, show that consumer electronics are 

gaining ground in lower-income regions of the country, and they, too, will soon be looking 

for opportunities to attain the cutting-edge Apple tech. 

With a total of 40 retail stores in Greater China now, Apple will tap into those growing cities 

and others. Apple 's sales in China are expected to continue to grow to meet the increasing 

demand for smartphones, tablets, and watches in the middle and affluent classes, thanks 

largely to its higher profile and the rise of annual incomes among the Chinese people. 

Even with all this momentum among Chinese consumers, it would nevertheless be wise to 

be cautious. While Chinese consumers seem to love Apple products, many are still cost 

conscious and many have strong nationalist tendencies. The dominance of the larger

screen 6 and 6 plus models and the strong showing of the SE by no means guarantee 

Apple 's position in the status hierarchy of technology in China. For several years, analysts 

have written about Xiaom i as a challenger to Apple, but, in the last year, it is Huawei that 

has taken over the top spot for market share of the smartphone segment in China. And, in 

the last year, OPPO has emerged to grab a share of the market nearly as large as Apple and 

Xiaomi and larger than Samsung. The competitive environment today is fierce, and 

dominance by Apple in this space is not guaranteed. 

I THE (CHANGING) VIEW O HE 

C INESE GOV RNMENT I 
Despite the popularity of our products in China, things have changed for Apple in recent 

years. When Apple entered China in 2001, it had global revenues of $5.4BN. The supply 

chain was just getting started, and in-country sales in China were less than $50MM for the 

company's first several years of operation. It was a relatively small operation - compared 

to other foreign firms at the time - and thus flew well under the radar screen of the 

Chinese government. 

There was another reason for Apple's ability to avoid the scrutiny of the Chinese 

government from 2001-12. Apple entered China at a very particular political moment in 

terms of China's engagement in the global economy. In the 1980s and 90s, China's Deng 

Xiaoping's strategy for economic development was to introduce China as a manufacturer 

for the world, using its inexpensive labor to join the global trading community and bring 

new investment to China. One of his earliest steps came in 1980, with the creation of four 

special economic zones. {SEZs) Set in Shantou, Shenzhen, X1amen, and Zhuhai, these SEZs 

became a remarkably successful trial in market reforms. The initiative allowed the cities to 

attract foreign capital, import advanced technology, sell goods to the global market, and 

stimulate economic growth. 

The attraction of foreign capital has been an explicit and key piece of the economic 

development roadmap that Deng laid out for China. The attraction of foreign capital was 

not just about cash and access to foreign export markets; it was also aboJt the attraction 

of foreign technology. China held a bargaining chip beyond its deep, cheap labor pool: 

access to its billion-person marketplace. This access became a source of leverage that the 

other "Asian ngers" cou Id not exploit. 

By the early 19 90s, with China under the economic stewardship of then Vice Premier Zhu 

Rongji, a very clear and explicit quid pro quo had emerged in the Chinese market: foreign 

firms that wanted access to the Chinese marketplace had to form partnerships with 

Chinese firms and agree to transfer technology to their partners. Dating back to this time 

period, the Chinese government has focused on technology transfer as the ultimate end 

for foreign ftrms "helping" Chinese society. 



Key Refo1rm-Era Leade s

Deng1 Xiaop,ing

Supreme Leader 
1979-1992 

Zhu Rongji 

Premier 
1998-2003 

Hu Jintao 

Supreme Leader 
2002-2012 

Xi Jinping 

President 
20 3-Present 

As China considered opening its economy to the world 
in 1978, it was near bankruptcy. Some 679 million 
peopJe were iving in extreme poverty, under Wortd 
Bank economic standards, and the average income 
was less than $1.25 per day. Few placed any hope in 
the economic reawakening Deng Xiaoping envisioned 
when he took power as China's paramount leader in 
late 1978. 

It wasn't an impossible dream. After all, China was the 
world's largest economy in 18 20, generating an 
estimated 32.9 percent of global GDP, according to a 
study by economist Angus Maddison. Of course, 
colonia machinations, natural disasters, and ineffective 
governments caused China's share of global GDP to 
shrink. By 1952, it was 5.2 percent, and it had dropped 
to 4.9 percent in 1978. 

By the end of 2016, China was the second largest 
economy in the world behind the United States. Even 
w·th its economic slowdown putting the brakes on a 7-
percent annual growth rate, China is still seeing its 
economy grow at a healthy pace. When China passes 
the United States to become the global leader, it will be 
at a steady and predictable clip. 

Reform-Era China's our Economic Epochs 

ana men Square: The 
tragic revolt causes 
western companies to 
boycott China, and its 
economic revival flags. 

Epoch Ill: China joins the 
World Trade Organization 
and folio s WTO trade 
rules, reducing use of JVs 
and tech transfer. p I 

Epoch I: Supreme 
leader Deng Xiaoping 
opens China to the 
West, and U.S. 
companies begin to 
shift manufactu ing to 
China to reduce costs. 

Epoch II: China urns to 
other rading partners]

and the 1990s become 
an era of unregulated 
joint ventures (JVs) and 

ech transfers and 

remarkable prosperity 
for China and growth for 
western companies. 

nter Chi 

Epoch IV: Xi Jinping 
ascends to presidency 
in China and revives 
lhe practice of JVs and 
tech ransfer. As he 
solidifies his po 1er, he 
is openly suspicious of 
'lestern motives, and 

he clamps down on 
foreign companies. 

China's Foreign Company 

Business Models 

✓ Representative offices (RO): An RO is

a liaison office of its parent company,

and it is generally prohibited from

generating revenue.

✓Trading companies (TCs): a TC has an

impor t-export license that enables it

to trade in goods.

✓Manufacturing Wholly Foreign Owned

Enterprises (WFOEs): the limited

liability company is wholly owned by

the foreign inves tors

During this time, there were basically four ty pes of struc tuIres under whkh "oreign entities 

cou Id navigate China: Representative Offices {RO), Trading Companies {TC), Manufac turing 

Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises (WFOE), and joint ventures {JV).* 

As noted earlier, the Chines,e g1overnment had very clear views, and requirements for access 

to the internal marketplace, and without the explicit"helping" of Chinese par tners through 

technology transfer agreements, there would be no access. These organizational for1ms 

became closely associated with this quid pro quo, as ROs and TCs were viewed as doing little 

to help Chinese society, while WFOEs and JVs were regarded as showing s trong commitment 

and benefit to Chinese society. 

JVs were always the most-preferred form of foreign engagement for one basic reason: 

Because JVs are truly joint companies - jointly owned and controlled by the parent 

companies - there is no way to control the flow of technology between the JV and the 

Chinese parent. Thus, any technology brought to the JV would have the added benefit of 

technology capture by the Chinese parent. Thus, foreign companies would bring technology 
✓Joint ventures (JVs): JV companies are

to the tablle, and their Chinese parents would help them in navigating the Chinese 
joint� owned by the parent companies

and share technology.
marketplace. 

Some MNCs worked to control the open flow of technology by establishing WFOEs and 

agreeing to concrete technology licensing agreements. However. by the imid-1990s, even 

MN Cs that sought to protect intellec tual property th is way found themselves under pressuire. 

The case, of Motorola is perhaps the most fa1mous example of this, dyna1mic in the 1990s. The

central government changed the rules of engagement for Motorola in China in the 

mid-1990s, pressuring the American company to set up a JV relationship with one of its key 

par tners, the Hangzhou Telecommunications Fac tory ,(HTF). As reported in Guthrie (2012), ''In 

return for the schedule of technology transfeir that would be incorporated into the 

agreement, Motorola would rece�ve greater access to internal 1markets and, more important, 

the corporation would continue to receive 'favorablle' treat1ment from the government in

matters, of approvals and the like. As one highly placed Motorola employee put it, 'We really 

didn' t have much choice in the matter. We have been doing well over here for a while, and 

now the governIment wants us to share the wealth a little ... At this point, it 's clear that it's 

not an option to keep the status quo ... "' 



A comparison of the various 
business structure options available 
in China illustrates the opportunities 
and challenges of trying to adopt to 
the Chinese model. The perceived 
versus real benefits of these 
structures pose an ongoing concern 
for Apple. 

It should be noted that, today, the organizational landscape is more complex. 

Wholly-Owned Foreign Services Companies Foreign Investment Commercial 

Enterprises (FICE) WFOE Consulting Companies are all different variations of 

the TC/WFOE categories. The key point is that JVs, Holding Companies and 

manufacturing WFOEs are viewed very differently than any of the other 

categories. 

In 2001 just as Apple was enter"ng China this dynamic changed rather suddenly. 

After more than a decade of fighting China had finally been granted access to the 

World Trade Organization (WTO). 

In 1999 Premier Zhu Rongji had reached terms with President Clinton thus 

securing the United States bac1king for entry into the g obaJ tradi · g system, and ·n 

September of 2001. the date of entry had finaHy arrived. The moment of 

accession was critical for MNCs operatiing in China because, from here on it 

would now be illegal for China to place conditions on the opening of internal 

markets. At that moment and with few exceptions, the JV was virtually 

abandoned as an organizational model for MNCs. It was in this cli1mate that Apple 

built its presence in China since 2001. 
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Perceived Commitment 

A great deal has changed since 2001. First, Apple has grown to be one of the most 

powerful companies and popular brands in the world; it has also grown to be among the 

most scrutinized brands in the world. And the Chinese government unoer Xi Jinping (who 

came into power in the Fall of 2012), for its part, seems to have a very di-ferent attitude 

toward foreign investment than the regime of Xi's predecessor, Hu Jintao. If Hu's regime 

could be characterized as the iberal era of post-WTO accession, Xi's reg me has many 

different features to it. Not simply a throwback to the Zhu Rongji era, this era of Chinese 

politics relies on China's greater bargaining power and political muscle to drive foreign 

firms to the types of partnerships that are best for China. Technology transfer, indigenous 

innovation, market self-sufficiency, and national security are hallmarks of the Xi regime. 

It is useful to note that the language of the Xi regime has also shifted with respect to 

these issues: where previous regimes (namely the Zhu Rongji era) focused solely on 

technology transfer, Xi's "China Dream" refers as much to innovation and entrepreneurship 

as to technology. As Premier Li Keqiang noted in a speech at the World Economic Forum 

in Davos last year: 

"To foster a new engine of growth, we will encourage mass entrepreneurship and 

innovation. China has 1.3 billion people, a 900-million workforce, and over 70 

million enterprises and self-employed businesses. Our people are hard-working 

and talented. If we could activate every cell in society, the econo11y of China as a 

whole will brim with more vigor and gather stronger power for growth. Mass 

entrepreneurship and innovation, in our eyes, is a 'gold mine' that provides a 

constant source of creativity and wealth." 

One Additional Tool: Rule of Law versus Rule by Law

There is a difference between the "rule of law"- in which laws are applied on an even 
playing field - and the "rule by law, 11 in which laws by a ruler are simply intended to 
cont'.ol a population. In Chinese dynastic culture, there was always a philosophical
tens10n between the followers of Confucius, who felt that moral discipline came from 
within an individual, and the followers of "Legalism" (Fajia), who argued that humans 
were not morally perfectible, and had to be constrained by laws. Legalism could be 
harsh and oppressive.* 

(John Paden (2003), "The World Trade Organization and Rule of Law in China: A First 
Year Assessment," International Law.) 
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